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SBI AGENT II 
 
 
This is complex professional work in investigating violations of the criminal laws of the State of North 
Carolina. 
Employees are usually assigned drug or criminal investigations in a geographical area of the State 
consisting of one or a few counties. Employees provide technical assistance to local law enforcement 
agencies in a wide variety of cases ranging from the routine to those of considerable complexity. While 
responsible for assuring that all steps in the investigation and arrest process are followed, the emphasis 
of the work lies in investigations. Cases assigned require a considerable amount of analysis to identify 
and apprehend suspects. Employees are sometimes required to assist task force leaders in larger 
cases. Work on all cases is performed independently. When functioning as a member of a task force, 
employees are generally assigned a segment of the investigation. All work is reviewed after-the-fact for 
adherence to legal and agency standards. Work is performed under the general supervision of an SBI 
District Supervisor or SBI Assistant District Supervisor and may include other duties as assigned. 
 
I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK: 
 
Variety and Scope - Independent assignments typically include all cases in the assigned area except 
those which require specialized knowledges and skills or those which require large investigative teams. 
Cases often require directing several investigators from other law enforcement agencies. Employees 
are required to independently conduct portions of larger investigations under the general supervision of 
a higher level SBI Agent. 
 
Intricacy - Cases typically require locating and gathering information from a number of witnesses, 
following a number of leads and evaluating a large amount of varied evidence. Unlike cases assigned 
to SBI Agent I positions, suspects are often not obvious or there are many potential suspects. Cases 
require a considerable amount of analysis to identify suspects. 
 
Subject Matter Complexity - Employees must possess the full range of knowledge of the methods, 
procedures and practices used in the investigation of criminal offenses to solve a variety of crimes. 
Employees must have considerable knowledge of the principles of securing and identifying a wide 
variety of types of physical evidence. 
Employees must have a working knowledge of the techniques involved in planning extensive 
investigations. 
 
Guidelines - While guidelines are available which cover investigative techniques and the procedures for 
gathering and maintaining evidence, employees must adapt these guidelines for use in a variety of 
unusual cases. Precedents may not be available to guide investigations in the more unusual cases. 
 
II. RESPONSIBILITY: 
 
Nature of Instructions – Employees independently investigate all cases in their areas of assignment 
except those requiring highly specialized knowledges or those which require large investigative teams. 
Instructions are received upon request, for highly unusual cases. When employees function as apart of 
an investigative team, instructions are general in nature outlining the portion of the investigation for 
which the employee will be responsible. Employees are expected to carry out his portion of the 
investigation independently. 
 
Nature of Review - All completed cases receive a general review for adherence to standard 
investigative techniques, evidence handling procedures and departmental policies. Field review during 
independent investigations or while working as a part of an investigative team is infrequent. 
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Scope of Decisions - Decisions impact on the suspects in a criminal case, victims of crimes and law 
enforcement agencies involved in investigations. 
 
Consequence of Decisions - Decisions made during an investigation could result in the perpetrators of 
a crime avoiding arrest, cases being dropped because of failure to follow proper procedures, victims of 
crimes failing to receive justice and innocent individuals falling under suspicion or arrest. In addition, 
improperly directed investigations could result in substantial waste of manpower and other resources. 
 
III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS: 
 
Scope of Contacts - Contacts are required with members of local law enforcement agencies, federal 
investigators, suspects and witnesses. 
 
Nature and Purpose - Contacts with local law enforcement employees are to lead or coordinate 
investigations or to give advice during investigations. Contacts with federal investigators are to 
coordinate investigations. Contacts with witnesses are to gather information. Contacts with suspects 
are to gather information or obtain confessions. 
 
IV. OTHER WORK DEMANDS: 
 
Work Conditions - During stakeouts or while working undercover, employees activities may be 
restricted for long periods or they may be exposed to inclement or hot weather for long periods. 
 
Hazards - Work requires contacts with and the apprehension of potentially dangerous suspects. 
Physical injury due to violent actions is a definite possibility. Death due to violent actions is possible. 
 
V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS: 
 
Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Considerable knowledge of the State criminal statutes and 
procedures and practices used in the investigation of criminal offenses and of the principles of securing 
and identifying a variety of crime related evidence and courtroom procedure. 
Ability to investigate a variety of complex criminal cases, to make arrests, to prepare comprehensive 
and detailed reports pertaining to individual cases, and to present effective court testimony. 
Ability to interpret and apply criminal laws of North Carolina in investigations and to use firearms and 
equipment used in evidence collection and preservation. 
Ability to apply the principles, techniques, and procedures of modern criminal investigations and to 
maintain favorable working relationships with other law enforcement agencies and officers. 
 
Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Bachelor's degree from an appropriately accredited 
institution and two years of law enforcement experience that included having the power to arrest; or an 
equivalent combination of education and experience. 
 
Necessary Special Qualifications:  Applicant must graduate from the next available SBI Academy upon 
hire and meet any other applicable NC state statutory standards for law enforcement officers. 


